Since the suspension of the (un) stable linear foliation of the torus by the hyperbolic toral automorphism is a transversally afflne foliation, certain Dehn surgeries along leaf curves with nontrivial holonomy give rise to a transversally PL foliation (see §1). Since the (un)stable foliation of the geodesic flow a T\Eg is transverse to the fibre of the projection T-yEg -^ Egt his transversally PL foliation can be seen as a PL foliated S 1 -bundle. In other words, there exists a homomorphism
g:7r,(Eg)-.PL^{S 1 )
938 NORIKAZU HASHIGUCHI group of orientation preserving homeomorphisms of S 1 which lift to piecewise linear homeomorphisms of R. The elements in the image of <S>g have almost everywhere defined derivatives which are multiple of a real quadratic \g. Ghys used this fact to show that the (extended) Godbillon-Vey invariant is not topologically invariant.
The purpose of this paper is to describe the homomorphism ^g concretely and study various properties of this homomorphism.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In §1, first we review how the Dehn surgery of transversally affine foliation gives rise to a transversally PL foliation. Secondly, we review the identification between Ti^-{±Gi, ±G-2, ±€3,..., ±G2g^} and the suspension of ~Ag with {0?} deleted, and we see how the fibres of T\'Eg -^ Eg are in the suspension of Ag. Then we determine the holonomy homomorphism ^>g. In order to determine ^>g, it is enough to determine only one PL homeomorphism fg. Since this fg satisfies we can determine the holonomy on the generators of 71-1 (^), and we verify that these holonomies on the generators respect the relations of 71-1 (^). Here, T(0)(0 e R/Z == S 1 ) denotes the rotation by 6.
In §2, we calculate the discrete Godbillon-Vey invariant of ^>g. This invariant is defined by Ghys and Sergiescu (see [GS] and [Gh] ). They gave the 2-cocycle representing the discrete Godbillon-Vey class gv 6 H 2 (PL^(S l )•,n). So we evaluate ^g{gv) C H 2 ( / K^Eg)•,R) on the fundamental class of7i-i(^). The value is -4(^+l)(logA^) 2 . Let P+(5 1 ) denote the homomorphisms of class P of S 1 (see [He] ). The usual Godbillon-Vey class gv <E ^(Diff^1);^) as well as -gv <E ^r 2 (FL+(5' l );IR) is extended to H' 2^^.^1 )'^) (see [Gh] ). As a corollary of the above calculation, we obtain again the result of Ghys which says that each agv + pgv € (Z)-^1); H) (a, f3 G ER, a 2 + f3 2 ^ 0) is not a topological invariant.
In §3, we give remarks related to our result. The presentation of Ti-i (1^) we used to describe ^g is interesting in itself. We exhibit a fundamental domain in the Poincare disk for this presentation. Then we geometrically show that ^>g factors through a homomorphism where Fg is a triangle group F(g + 1,2g + 2,2g + 2).
PL-REPRESENTATION OF ANOSOV FOLIATIONS
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We study the deformation of (f)g and ^g in [Ha2] . We saw the foliation obtained from transversally affine foliation by Dehn surgery along leaf curves with nontrivial holonomy is transversally PL. The GodbillonVey invariant and the discrete Godbillon-Vey invariant of a transversally affine foliation are 0. By the result of the above calculation of the discrete Godbillon-Vey invariant, one would conjecture that each (1, l)-Dehn surgery along the closed orbit {0^} decreases ~gv by (log \g) 2 . We will also see that this conjecture is true by using the result of Greenberg. We will show it in a future paper.
Finally, the author would like to thank Professor T. Tsuboi for helpful advice and continuous encouragement.
Geodesic flows on Eg.
Let Eg be a closed orientale surface of genus g(>_ 2). We consider a Riemannian metric with constant negative curvature -1 on it. Let Ft denote the geodesic flow on the unit tangent vector bundle T^Eg and TT, the projection T^Eg -> Eg.
Fried constructed the Birkhoff section S for Ft in [F] as follows. Let -^Gz C T^Eg{z = 1,2,3,..., 2g + 2) be the oriented closed geodesies shown in Figure 1 . Then Gi = 7r(±G^) C Eg is a closed geodesic. {Gi, G2, Gs,..., ^2^+2} divide Eg into four 2^+2 gons P^.P^i PS^ P^ where PI and ?2 are named so that they intersect at only 2^+2 vertices. Let pi C Eg be G,nG^+i where i = 1, 2,3,..., 2^+2, G^+3 = Gi (see Figure 1 ). For i = 1,2, we choose a family Ci of convex smooth simple closed curves which fill the interior of Pi with one singularity 01 deleted. Let S be the closure of the set of unit vectors which are tangent to the curves belonging
diffeomorphic to a torus with 4^+4 open disks deleted. Let h\ C S denote Tr'^oi) and &2 C 5', a component of S H Tr" 1^) where 62 ^s the closed geodesic through oi.pi, o^.pg^ and o\. If we take (&i, 62) as the basis of 5, then the first return map of Ff about S is semi conjugate to the hyperbolic toral automorphism induced by
Figure 1 Similarly, we can construct the Birkhoff section S' for Ft over P^ U Pf rom families €3 and 64 which are mapped on 62 and Ci by the reflection of a plane V, respectively. Here, V divides Eg into Pi U PS and ?2 U ?4. Ft can be constructed from the matrix Ag as follows (see [Hal] shown in Figure 1 . Then in [Hal] , we showed Ff is topologically equivalent
We will show that the unstable foliation ^u of (^ is transversally piecewise linear. It is easy to see that the unstable foliation ^u of ^ is induced from a linear foliation on a torus and transversally afflne. More precisely, the holonomy pseudogroup of J :u is generated by the affine maps
where \g = 2g 2 -1 + Ig^/g 2 -1 is the larger eigenvalue of Ag. The leaves of ^u are diffeomorphic to H 2 or S 1 x H. Each 0^ is a leaf curve in a cylindrical leaf U^ and the holonomy of 0^ is an affine map y = Xy^x. There is a neighborhood N of 0^ such that it is homeomorphic to [-e,e\ x [-£,£} The (1, l)-Dehn surgery along 0^ used in [F] is as follows. Let a torus T^ = {{0,u) e H/l x R/l} be the blowing-up of 0^ with a flow (^m ) on T^ induced from <^. We divide T^ into the circles S^ = J (0,r) e ^50 < 6 < ^ \ U [ (9,26+r -1) e T^;
We can perturb the latter part of 6^ in order that S^ is a smooth circle and transverse to ^' 7n) . Contracting each S^ to a point, we obtain a closed orbit 0^' in a cylindrical leaf L^'. There is also a neighborhood N' of 0^' such that it is induced from N and it has the same properties as TV. The holonomy of L^' along 0^' is y = X^x. The holonomy of L^ along {((U,0) e TV'; -^ ^ t < e} is piecewise linear as follows. By the choice of S^ the rectangle {(^,0) ^ N^.O < s ^ e,-e < t < e} is induced from the rectangle {(s,t,0) € 7V;0 ^ s ^ e, -e < t < e}. And the rectangle {(s, t, 0) € TV'; -£ < 5 < 0, -e < t < e} is induced from {(5, t, 0) e TV; -£ ^ 5 < 0, -£ < t < 0} U {(5,0,0) e TV; -e ^ s < 0, -1 < 6 < 0} U {(5, ^ -1) e TV; -£ < s ^ 0,0 ^ ^ < e}. Hence, ^n / is transversally piecewise linear in the neighborhood of 0^'. It implies that ^n / is transversally piecewise linear.
Similarly in general, operating (l,n)-Dehn surgeries along finite leaf curves of a transversally affine foliation, we obtain a transversally piecewise linear foliation.
Since the unstable foliation of Ft is transverse to the fibre of the projection TT : T^Eg -^ Eg, the transversally piecewise linear foliation J :uf can be seen as a PL-foliated S 1 bundle. So the total holonomy of ^u f :7ri(r,)-.pL+( 5 1 ) is determined. Now we consider the spaces
By the above construction, T^Eg^ = T^Eg -{d=Gi, ±G^,..., ±G^g^} is obtained from L^ by identifying opposite faces of L^ by the equivalence relation ~. We note that, in particular, for each i € {-^, -(^-l),...,3p+ 1,3g + 2}, two segments in 9Lf
^+1 (
In order to determine <^, we need to study the "bundle" structure L^/ ~-^ Z'g corresponding to TT^E. ' • T^i^g^ -' ^g-So we see how the fibre of 7r|ri^ are in L^. This correspondence is only determined up to parallel transformations in ^-direction. From the above construction, Int (5) Since 62 is another base of 5, it corresponds to \ --
The correspondence between closed orbits {±GJ and {0^} is as follows. From the definition of &2,<9(Int(5') n Tr-^Pi)) n 63 n Tr-^pi) is between (?2+ = ^(Int^nTr-^Pi))^^) and ^ = Q (Int^nTr-^P^n (+G'i). So, operating (1, l)-Dehn surgery along 0 §(resp. 0?), we obtain +G2(resp. + Gi). Similarly, since 9(Int(6') n Tr-^Pi)) n 62 n Tr- 1^^) is^between q^ = 8(lnt(S) n Tr-^Pi)) n (-G^) and 9^3 = 9(Int(5) n 7r (^i)) n (-Gg+3),0^(resp. Oi 1 ) corresponds to -Gg+3(resp. -G.,,,) 9(Int(5) n Tr-^Pi)) intersects +G2+Gi,+G2g+2,...,+G3
(resp. -Gg+3, -Gg+2,.... -G2, -Gi, -G2g+2,..., -Gg+^) in this order. Hence,
and (92 ,^ ) c 9(Int(S) n Tr-^Pi)) where ^-= 9(Int(5) n Tr-^Pi)) n (-Gi){i = 1,2). The other part of Tr-^pi) is Tr-^pi) n ^(In^) n TT ^Ps)) which are two open intervals. Because of the correspondence between Int(5) n Tr-^Pi^resp.Int^) n n-^Ps)) and R^iesp.Rs c (x^y^ -^y^x^y C IR p),^" 1^! ) can be considered to be corresponding to I v 2/ J the union of four segments
•
|^|,o^L^e^|+^, In the same way as the case of Tr^pi), we can see that eacĥ~1 (P^)^ = 2,3,4,... ,2^+2) corresponds to
1L' •.
Let l\ C Eg be a geodesic arc between o\ and pi. Tr" 1^) is an annulus and it corresponds to a helicoid H\ C L^ such that its center line is L\ and its edge is S'i which is a spiral around Li. Similarly, let ^(resp.^) C Sg be the geodesic arc between oi(resp.02) andj^(z = 1,2,3,... ,2^+2), then 7^-l (Z^)(resp.7^-l (^)) corresponds to a helicoid Hi(resp.H^ C L^ such that its center line is Li(resp.Z/2) and its edge is S^(resp.5^). We only need Hi and H[ to calculate ^g. Other fibres correspond to some curves in L^ as follows (see Figure 2) . For p C Int(G, H 9Pj)(i = 1,2,3,..., 2g + 2J = 1,2), Tr" 1^) corresponds to the union of two curves and for p' € IntPy(j = 1,2),7^~l(p f ) corresponds to a compatibly oriented spiral around Lj. Curves corresponding to fibres over Int(P3)(resp.Int(P4)) are the spirals around the center lines of R^ or R^(resp.R^ or ^4).
To sum up, we obtain a continuous map (see Figure 1 and Proposition 2 in §3).
Let Oii be the loop in Ug which starts 01 and passes pi, 02 5^+1 and reaches 01 such that o^ represents a^ in 71-1 (Z^). It is easy to see that
Now we calculate the PL total holonomy (f)g of the unstable foliation F^ of (pf The total holonomy of the stable foliation is conjugate to ^>g along ai in L^ following the next rule; if a point reaches a face of the cube L^ then the point is moved in the opposite face by the equivalence relation ~ and starts from the face into Int(L^). During this move, p passes 5'i, La, S^ one by one. Finally, p returns to Li. But any points which pass some q-^O^) cannot return to Li. Hence we obtain a return map denned on Li/^ -{12 points}. This return map can be extended to the homeomorphism
Then fg is a PL homeomorphism whose left (right) differential coefficients are (A^(a = -1,0,1) as it is described below. (Here we parametrize Z/i by the a-coordinate.) fg has four non-differentiable points and these points are caused by four of twelve points deleted from Li/^. Now we prepare some notations. In order to describe a PL homeomorphism h of S 1 = 1R/Z, the lift homeomorphism of h,h : H -^ R, is described by using non-differentiable points of h. Then fg or its lift fg is described as follows : 
2(g+l)j •'" \2(g+l)]'
The next lemma is proved by the induction. (8g 2 -4g -l)A/g 2 -1 -8g 3 + 4g 2 + 6g m-3 2g + 2 -y^2 -1 4 ( f f + l ) + A, ^4(ff+l) 2^+4-^2-1 (8ff -l)^2 -1 -8g 2 + 63 + 10 TO-3 Proof. -In [Gh] and [Hal] , it is shown that the unstable foliation of Ft is topologically equivalent to the unstable foliation of (^, that is, their total holonomies are topologically conjugate each other. On the other hand, is the total holonomy of ^ (cf. [CN] , Chapter V). So ^g is topologically conjugate to ^>g. Q Remark. -^g is independent of the choice of the metric of constant negative curvature -1 but dependent on the choice of the basis of the Birkhoff section.
The discrete Godbillon-Vey invariant of ^g.
The discrete Godbillon-Vey invariant GV (see [Gr] , [GS] , [Gh] and [T] ) is the H ^j_ R-valued 2-cocycle of PL+ (5 1 ) defined by (5 1 )),
GV(h^h^) =\Y, C(h^h,oh^){x)(h^h^ e PL+
).
£-»-0
From this definition, we have the next lemma. (1) GV{^(aia3... 02^-3, a^^))=GV ((^1 ) )" 1 -1 , ^1 ) ) (m=2,3,... ,<?).
(2) GF(^,(a2a4 ... 02^-2, a2m)) = GV ((^1 ) )" 1 -1 , ^l ) ) (m = 2,3,..., ff).
If /ii,/i2 € ^: >^' +(5' l )) then it is the order of the non-differentiable points of /i2 and fai o ^2 that determines the value of GV (hi, h^) .
be the non-differentiable points of fg \ such that
(fg I W ( m ; a 5 T )) ls denoted by r^)(77^;-(7,-T) which is the non-
We know the values of dg (m;a,T) and r^ (m;<7,T) by Lemma 2 except <4 (^-; ^5 r) and r^ ^(m; cr, r)(m = 1,2), but it is easy to calculate them. S 1 = R/2 has the cyclic order -<; determined by the orientation of 51 • Th^ orders of non-differentiable points which are used to calculate G'V($g*(Sg)) are as follows.
LEMMA 5.
(1) ^(m; 1,0) ^ d^{l;0,1) -< ^)(1; 1.0)
(2) ri^O,1) -< d^ (2; 1,2) -< ^(l; 1,0) = <f)(2;2,1)
2 )(2; 1,0) ^ 42)(1;0. -1) = 42)(2;0.
-( df(l; -1,0) = ri^; -2, -1) ^ <f)(l;0,1) = 42)(2; -1,0) d^iO,!). (m=3,4,...,ff).
(7)r^(l;l,0)=rW(2;0,-l)-<r^(l;0,-l)=r^(2;-l,-2)^2
)(2;-2,-l)^r^(l;-l,0)=rW(2;-l,0)^r^(2;0,l) -< rf)(l;0,1) = rf)(2; 1,2) << r^(2;2,1) -; r^(2; 1,0) rf)(l;l,0)=rf(2;0,-l).
Consequently,
Proof. -For m = 2,S,...,g, Lemma 4 (1), (2) and Lemma 5 (1) imply that GV(^gt(aiO, 3 . . . 02m-3, d2m-l)) = Gy($g,(a2a4 . . . a2m-2, tt2m)) = GF ((/^r- ^(a^...a^,am) 
P+(S'
1 ) denotes the homeomorphisms of class P of IR. In [He] , some remarks about V^.(S 1 ) are stated.
Remark.
( (5 1 ). On the other hand, for h^h^ e Diff^. (5' 1 ), the Godbillon-Vey cocycle is defined by
hhis int,ppTa.1 has a finite -i^oino f, Proof. -The above proposition implies that
It is well known that
By definitions,
Hence,
From Theorem in §1, ^g is topologically conjugate to ^>g. So, if a^z? + /3gv is a topological invariant, then -8{g -1)^0 = -4(^ + l)(logA^2/3(for all ^(^ 2)). Now we will construct a symmetric fundamental domain R as is shown in Figure 3 .
Let P be the regular orthogonal 2^+2 gon whose center coincides with o € D C C and whose edges are a part of geodesies called 5i, 52,53,..., 525+2 in the clockwise order. -denotes the length of edges Zi of P. Let Ci and e^(% = 1,2,3,..., 2g + 2) be the geodesies satisfying the following conditions (see Figure 3) :
(1) they are outside P and orthogonal to s^, (2) the distance between e^(e^) and P is .. Then, the 4^+4 gon surrounded by ei, e^, 62, e^ ..., 62^+25 ^20+2 ls the desired fundamental domain R. In order to obtain Eg from -R, we identify eŵ ith e^ by the translation by the length I along 5^, for i = 1,2,3,. ..,2^ +2. Hence, we have the presentation of 7Ti(Z^) (see [Ma] ). where Fg is the triangle group (see [Mi] ) r(<7+l,2<7+2,25+2)=(n,r2,T3;
(Tl)^1 = (T2) 2^2 = (T3) 2^2 = T1T2T3 = 1).
PROPOSITION 4.
( The fundamental group 7Ti(M(p + 1,2g + 2,2g + 2)) (resp^Ti^)) is the central extension of r^(resp.7ri(r^)) by the infinite cyclic group, i.e., where z is the class of a general fibre. 
LEMMA 6.
PoM = (r^T^T^^i = 1,2,3,..., 2g + 2) and p^{z) = z.
By Theorem 3.5 in [EHN] , there exist homomorphismŝ :7ri(Tir,)^PL^( 5 1 ) and^'
. [ , 1
r, -^ PL+(^),
i.e., defined bŷ )=/,or (-^L,(^r(---) .
